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FADE IN:

EXT.WOODS.NIGHT

2017

 It’s 6 people in the woods, ARCHIE a late 40s male dressed 
in suit holds a gun in his hand and points it towards MAX a 
mid 20s male dressed in black, behind him is NATE a mid 20s 
male dressed in black as well. Max holds a briefcase in his 
hand.

RICHIE
Nobody steals from me Max.

MAX
I didn’t steal, we were ambushed 
and they stole the diamonds. Why 
should I steal from you when we 
already agreed on my cut.

RICHIE
You see Max I do not believe you.

MAX
I am telling you the truth.

Archie pulls the trigger and shoots Max in the chest. Max 
falls on his knees and puts his hand in the chest, slowly he 
removes them and looks at them, his hands are covered in 
blood then slowly turns his head towards Nate looks at him in 
the eyes and smiles at him and then falls on the ground.

RICHIE
Take the bag Nate

NATE
Yes boss.

Nate takes the bag from Max’s hand and walks past him.

Year 2021.

INT.CAR.NIGHT

Nate is inside his car, turns his head on the left side, they 
shoot him with a gun, he ducks the car window shatters and 
glass pieces fall on his face, he stops the car.

4 Hours earlier



2.2

INT.BAR.NIGHT

Richie dressed in suit is sat down at a chair next to the bar 
and is drinking a glass of whiskey, opposite is sat Amelia 
dressed in a dress and she drinks wine. Richie holds an 
envelope and a picture of Nate. He passes the envelope to 
Amelia.

RICHIE
Take Lucas with you and get the job 
done tonight. No excuses.

AMELIA
Of course boss.

Richie slowly stands up, takes a sip from his whiskey, kisses 
Amelia on the chick and walks slowly away. Amelia takes a 
look at Nate’s picture takes a sip from her wine and nods to 
Lucas.

INT.ROOM.NIGHT

Nate sleeps in his bed. The lights are off. A thud comes from 
outside his room, he jumps off the bed. Turn’s the lights on 
grabs a jacket and his gun under his pillow and sticks his by 
the door to hear.

INT.HALLWAY.NIGHT

Amelia and Lucas dressed in black they walk very slowly. 
Amelia pushes a bin down on the floor by accident makes 
noise.

LUCAS
(whispers)

Shh! He will hear us. Walk slowly.

Lucas reaches the door, he pushes hard and opens the door, 
both furiously enter the room but only to see that Nate is 
not in there.

AMELIA
Shit,that’s not Nate’s room you 
idiot.

Nate open’s the door of his room and ran towards the exit 
door.

LUCAS
There he is, let’s go.

Amelia and Lucas run and start to chase Nate.

2.2



3.3

EXT.STREET.NIGHT

Amelia and Lucas arrive outside. They stop running, Amelia 
leans down and place’s her hands on her knees and start to 
breath heavy. A car pulls over from the parking spins his 
wheels and leaves.

AMELIA
There he is, let’s go.

Amelia and Luca’s get’s inside the car and leave as well.

PRESENT

EXT.STREET.NIGHT

Nate open’s the car door and steps outside, he holds his left 
shoulder, turns his head back and sees the other stops and he 
start’s running into the woods. The other car stops and LUCAS 
mid 30s dressed in black and AMELIA mid 20s dressed in black 
open’s the car door in a rush and they step out of car in 
quick pace and they chase Nate into the woods.

EXT.WOODS.NIGHT

Amelia and Lucas are searching for Nate.

LUCAS
Hey Nate, we just want to talk.

AMELIA
Yes Nate, I thought you trust me.

Nate is hidden behind a tree.

NATE
Do not take me wrong guys but I 
think that bullet wasn’t much of 
conversation neither trust Amelia.

AMELIA
Well sometimes we have to take some 
extreme measures.

Nate stands up and runs. Lucas and Amelia hear a noise of a 
wrench breaking, turn their head but no one is there.

LUCAS
Come on Nate, let’s talk. 

AMELIA
Yes Nate just to talk.

LUCAS
(shouts)

Nate! Nate! Nate!

3.3



4.4

AMELIA
(shouts)

Fuck! I knew wouldn’t be that easy.

INT.CAR.NIGHT

Lucas and Amelia enters in the car. Lucas puts his gun in the 
car drawer. Nate rises slowly from the back sit of the car 
and points his gun Amelia in the head.

NATE
Hands where I can see them.

AMELIA
Nate, relax okay?

NATE
Richie send you yeah?

LUCAS
Yes.

NATE
Sending you guys he really want’s 
me dead.

LUCAS
Well you know, no one steals from 
Richie.

NATE
I know that very well. Amelia how 
ironic 2 years ago I recruited you 
and trained you and now they send 
you to kill me.

AMELIA
Unfortunately sometimes you can’t 
escape fate.

NATE
That’s true!

Nate take’s out from his pocket a piece of cloth and put’s it 
on Lucas face. Luca’s faints out.

INT.CAR.NIGHT

Nate holds his gun and point’s it towards the ground. Lift’s 
his head and turn’s it towards Lucas who is still inside the 
car, then turn’s it again towards the ground and pulls the 
trigger.

LUCAS
(shouts)

Noooooo!!!

4.4



5.5

Nate lifts his gun and points it on Lucas.

NATE
Drive Lucas, go and tell Richie 
what happened.

INT.BAR.NIGHT

Lucas enters the bar. Richie is sat by the bar.

LUCAS
Boss.

Richie turn’s his head slowly and looks at Lucas.

LUCAS (CONT'D)
Amelia is dead.

A phone start’s ringing. Lucas reaches his pocket and finds a 
phone. The name on the screen says ‘’Nate and a heart 
emoji’’. Lucas give’s it to Richie. 

Richie picks it up. His face expressions changes, his eyes 
widen up and he raises his eyebrows. 

Hangs up and slams the phone on the bar. Let’s go you idiot.

EXT.PARKING LOT.NIGHT

Richie and Lucas arrive at the parking lot. A car is parked 
there. The door open’s from the inside, Richie walks towards 
the car slowly and enters the car alone.

He closes the door. Five minutes later a sound of two 
gunshots come from inside the car. Richie’s door open and 
Richie comes outside crawling. His entire body is outside the 
car.

Lucas makes a move to go there but he stops as he feels the 
end of gun pointing in his head.

The driver’s door opens and Amelia come outside, walks 
towards Richie slowly and throws a picture on him. In the 
picture is Amelia, Nate and Max.

INT.CAR.NIGHT

Five minutes earlier.

Richie gets inside the car, sees Amelia his eyes widen up and 
smiles.

RICHIE
You are alive.

5.5



6.6

Amelia pulls a gun and point’s towards Richie.

RICHIE (CONT'D)
What’s the meaning of this?

Amelia shows a picture of Max.

AMELIA
This is a plan me and Nate working 
on the past two years. Do you 
remember him? That was my brother 
and you killed him for no reason.

RICHIE
It’s called business.

Amelia shoots Richie twice. Richie watches her and opens the 
car door to go outside. 

He crawls out from the car while he gasps for air.

EXT.PARKING LOT.NIGHT

Present

AMELIA
Let’s go Nate.

Nate leaves Lucas tied in the floor.

Amelia and Nate enters the car and drive away.

EXT.STREET.NIGHT

Nate and Amelia are sat in front of the car and both look at 
the sky.

AMELIA
I remember him always saying to me. 
‘’Make sure you find someone that 
treats you like a queen but also 
someone that you are willing to 
treat like a king’’

NATE
Yeah! I remember him always saying 
to me. ‘’Always walk like a king or 
like you don't give a fuck who the 
king is’’.

Amelia laughs.

AMELIA
But his best was. ‘’ The hangover 
pizza is the best’’.
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Nate and Amelia both laugh. 

Amelia leans over Nates shoulder.

FADE OUT.
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